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Phenomenology of squeezing and sliding of molecularly thin Xe,
CH4 and C16H34 lubrication films between smooth and rough curved
solid surfaces with long-range elasticity
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The properties of Xe, CH4 and C16H34 lubricant confined between two approaching solids are
investigated by a model that accounts for the curvature and elastic properties of the solid surfaces.
We consider both smooth surfaces, and surfaces with short-scale roughness. In most cases we
observe well defined molecular layers develop in the lubricant film when the width of the film is of
the order of a few atomic diameters, but in some cases atomic scale roughness inhibit the formation
of these layers, and the lubricant exhibit liquid-like properties. An external squeezing-pressure
induces discontinuous, thermally activated changes in the numbern of lubricant layers. We observe
that the layering transition tends to nucleate in disordered or imperfect regions in the lubrication
film. We also present and discuss results of sliding dynamics for Xe and C16H34 lubrication
films. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1491888#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sliding friction is one of the oldest problems in physic
and has undoubtedly huge practical importance.1 In recent
years, the ability to produce durable low-friction surfac
and lubricant fluids has become an important factor in
miniaturization of moving components in technologically a
vanced devices. For those applications, the interest is
cused on the stability under pressure of thin lubricant film
since the complete squeeze out of the lubricant from an
terface may give rise to cold-welded junctions, resulting
high friction and catastrophically large wear.

Recently, a large number of computer simulations a
analytical studies of simple models have been presen
with the aim to gain insight into the atomistic origin of slid
ing friction. Most computer simulations have used flat s
faces~with one important exception, Ref. 2!, represented by
thin ~5–20 Å! solid layers, which could not account for lon
range elastic effects~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. However, all experi-
ments related to boundary lubrication and sliding fricti
measured the properties of curved surfaces of mesoscop
macroscopic dimensions, for which the elastic response
external forces is an essential feature. For example, in
Surface Forces Apparatus,4–6 very thin mica sheets are glue
onto two cylindrical glass rods. By bringing the cylinde
~rotated by 90° degrees relative to each other! in contact, a

a!Electronic mail: b.persson@fz-juelich.de
3890021-9606/2002/117(8)/3897/18/$19.00
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common interface is formed, whose shape and size is de
mined by the elastic deformation of the two solids. Curv
surfaces are, of course, also involved in almost every real
sliding system, since even nominally flat surfaces have
fects and asperities, and the contact between two ma
scopic bodies will always occur in a number of discrete ar
~typically of micrometer size!. For very smooth surfaces, th
asperities will mainly deform elastically, i.e., negligible pla
tic deformation will occur.

We note that in surface forces apparatus~SFA!, and also
in atomic force microscopy~AFM! studies the sliding veloc-
ity is usually much lower~of order 0.01–100mm/s! than in
most practical applications. In such applications, howeve
is of fundamental importance to understand how fluids
spond to severe and sudden changes of the environm
Thus, it often happens that fluids sustain the ultrafast
transient alteration of pressure, deformation rate or fi
thickness. We do not yet have good ways of thinking ab
how fluids respond to a severe change of environment
might last for a tiny fraction of a second. Some aspects
this short-time response of liquids and confined fluids can
probed using computer simulations. A good understanding
such computer ‘‘experiments,’’ done for model systems ch
acterized by different~realistic! parameters, may lead to
better understanding of the dynamics of thin confined liq
films and of boundary lubrication.

In this work we consider such a model system that ta
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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into account the effect oflong range elasticityin the confin-
ing solids, and we apply it to study boundary lubrication f
curved solid surfaces. In particular, we investigate th
squeezing of molecular thin Xe, CH4 ~methane! and C16H34

~hexadecane! lubrication films, focusing on the nature of th
n→n21 layering transitions~wheren is the number of lay-
ers of lubrication atoms between the solid surfaces!, that oc-
cur with increasing applied pressure. We also study the
fluence of short-wavelength surface roughness on
squeezing dynamics. In two earlier publications one of
has used the same model and presented results of sque
and sliding with Xe as the boundary lubricant.7,8 It is impor-
tant to note that the qualitative picture that emerges fr
these simulations is valid for almost every solid interfa
even if no lubricant has been intentionally added, since m
real surfaces are covered by organic contaminants w
have an effect very similar to that of added lubricants.

In the case of two curved elastic surfaces, the lubric
in the region of closest approach is in contact with the l
pressure ‘‘reservoirs’’ that correspond to the regions w
larger separation. With increasing pressure the width of
lubricant film in the regions of closest approach is reduc
by discontinuous steps, corresponding to the reduction in
number of two dimensional~2D! lubricant layers at the in-
terface. The elimination of each layer starts with the nuc
ation of a 2D void, which progressively grows by ejectin
atoms into the low pressure regions.7,9–11,12We have shown
earlier that the void formation is a thermally activated p
cess, which, for 2D liquid-like layers, can be described
concepts borrowed from classical nucleation theory.9

In many practical situations the nucleation of the lay
ing transition may occur at some ‘‘weak’’ point between t
surfaces where imperfections, e.g., foreign adsorbates~like
water or some organic contamination!, may locally reduce
the spreading pressure. The latter can even become neg
i.e., nonwetting. This has been observed in some experim
where the layering transitions start repeatedly at the s
point in the contact area.13 Similarly, in our computer simu-
lations for C16H34 and Xe presented below we observe tha
the tip of the block-asperity is centered over a disorde
region in the lubrication film, the squeeze out nucleates
lower pressure than when it is centered over a well orde
region. This situation is obviously similar to that for thre
dimensional systems, where the formation of a new ph
e.g., solidification of an undercooled liquid, usually starts
‘‘impurities’’ or at other anomalous points, such as dust p
ticles, ions, surfaces, etc.

The assumption of a 2D liquid-like state for the lubrica
layer is often not justified in practice, as indicated by a no
vanishing static friction force measured at most interfac
Instead, the lubrication film is partly or entirely in a solid
like state, which can be either commensurate or incomm
surate with the solid walls, and sometimes it is in a gla
state. Earlier simulations using Xe as a lubricant have sho
that even for solid-like lubrication films, the thinning of th
interface occurs in steps, and the layering transition start
the nucleation of a small ‘‘hole’’~stress aided activate
process!.7 However, the squeeze-out kinetics depends on
precise state of the lubricant layers. For flat solid surfa
Downloaded 28 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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separated by unpinned or weakly pinned~incommensurate!
lubrication layers, fast and complete layering transitions u
ally occur. Commensurate or strongly pinned incommen
rate layers lead to sluggish and incomplete transitions, p
sibly leaving islands trapped in the contact region. In fa
for commensurate layers we observe that it is nearly imp
sible to squeeze-out the last few layers simply by increas
the perpendicular pressure. However, the squeeze-out ra
enhanced by lateral sliding, since, in this case, the lubric
film can turn into a disordered or fluid-like state, facilitatin
the ejection of an entire layer.

In this study we consider the late stages of the appro
of two solid surfaces, wetted by Xe, CH4 or C16H34 lubri-
cants, and forming a curved interface. Our simulation rep
duces the step-like evolution of the parameters characteri
the interface, corresponding to the discontinuous chang
the numbern of lubricant layers in the region of shorte
separation. We discuss in detail the nature of the nuclea
of the squeeze-out of the last two layers of lubrication m
ecules.

II. MODEL

Our model was described in Ref. 7, and we review
briefly here. We are concerned with the properties of a lub
cant film squeezed between the curved surfaces of two e
tic solids. In experiments, a system of this type is obtain
by gluing two elastic slabs~of thicknessW1 and W2! to
‘‘rigid’’ surface profiles of arbitrary shape. If the radius o
curvatures of the rigid surfaces are large compared toW1 and
W2 , the elastic slabs will deform, reproducing with their fre
surfaces the~nearly arbitrary! shape of the underlying rigid
profiles.

In what follows we denote the lower solid assubstrate,
which is taken to be fixed in space. The upper solid, deno
asblock, will be moving. To account for the elastic respon
of the slabs, without dealing with the large number of ato
required to simulate a mesoscopic elastic solid we treat
plicitly, at the atomistic level, only the last atomic layer
the solids at the interface. These atoms are connected
rigid curved surface~or profile! of mass M. The force con-
stants connecting these atoms to the rigid profile, howe
are not the bare parameters, determined by the model in
atomic potential. Instead, those force constants are treate
effective parameters that implicitly re-introduce the elas
response of the slabs of arbitrary widthW1 andW2 .

The model is illustrated in Fig. 1~see also Ref. 7!. The
atoms in the bottom layer of the block~open circles! form a
simple square lattice with lattice constanta, and lateral di-
mensionsLx5Nxa andLy5Nya. In the following, periodic
boundary conditions are assumed in thexy plane. The atoms
interact with each other via ‘‘stiff’’ springs~thick lines! and
execute bending and stretching motion characterized b
bending force constantk0B and a stretching force constan
k0 , respectively. Moreover, each atom is connected to
upper rigid surface profile by ‘‘soft’’ elastic springs, of bend
ing force constantk1B and stretching force constantk1 . The
numerical value of all these force constantsk0 , k0B , k1 and
k1B are determined in such a way as to mimic the elas
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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response of the entire slab. If we apply a shear stresss to the
slab, the resulting straine is given by s52Ge, whereG
5E/2(11n) is the shear modulus,E is the elastic modulus
and n the Poisson ratio. If we write the shear strain ase
5D/2a then s5k0BD/a25GD/a and we getk0B5Ga.
Similarly, we obtain thatk05Ea. Next, let us consider an
elastic slab of thicknessW. If we apply a shear stresss, we
get the relative displacementx so that the strain ise
5x/2W. Thus s5Gx/W which must equalk1Bx/a2 and
hencek1B5Ga2/W. In a similar way one can obtaink1

5Ea2/W.
The substrate is treated in a similar way as the block,

we use slightly different lattice constants in order to avo
having ~low order! commensurate structures formed at t
interface. The space between the block and the substra
occupied by a layer~monolayer or more! of the lubrication
fluid.

The MD-calculations have been performed by keep
the temperature of the solid wall fixed at their outer boun
aries~see Ref. 7!. This is a realistic treatment, and it implie
that heat flow from the lubricant to the confining walls.

Below we study the pressure both at the center of
contact area, and the average pressure. The pressure a
on a wall atom is defined as the total normal force acting
the wall atom from the lubricant atoms and from the oth
wall, devided by the areaa2. The average pressure is th
z-component of the total normal force acting on the so
block from the lubricant and the substrate, divided by
total areaLx3Ly .

In the following subsections we provide details of t
models used for the block, the substrate and the lubrican
the different simulations carried in the present work.

A. Block and substrate

The block and substrate are characterized by the num
of of atomsNx andNy in thex andy directions, respectively
and the lattice constanta ~square lattice is assumed!. The
choice ofa should be consistent with the mass densityr of
the solids, which were either steel or gold. However, to av
commensurability between the block and the substrate
faces, we have taken their lattice constants slightly differ
from each other.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the central region of the squeezing mode
the present article.
Downloaded 28 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The elastic properties of the solids are determined by
Poisson ration, the elastic Young modulusE @which is re-
lated to the shear modulusG5E/2(11n)#. From these
quantities and the thicknessW, we determine the spring con
stantsk0 , k0B , k1 andk1B defined above. In all the simula
tions described below we have used the same elastic mo
and Poisson ratio for the block and substrate, which w
E5131011 Pa and n50.3 for ‘‘steel,’’ and E57.72
31010 Pa andn50.42 for the ‘‘gold.’’ However, we have
used different choices ofW for the block and substrate. Th
substrate is only one monolayer thickW'a, while the block
was assigned a widthW5100 Å. These choices of thick
nesses imply that the block used in our simulations will d
form elastically much more then the substrate.

For the Xe simulations we have used a system of late
dimensionsLx5640 Å, Ly596 Å. The block had a mas
M5106 atomic units, and the hard profile was taken to
cosine corrugated in thex direction, with corrugation ampli-
tude 0.1Lx and wavelengthLx . The substrate was flat with
Nx5200 andNy530 atoms in thex and y directions, with
lattice constanta53.2 Å. The corresponding parameters f
the block wereNx5180 andNy527 anda53.56 Å. Figure
2~a! shows a simulation snapshot that demonstrates the
sine corrugation.

In the simulations with CH4 and C16H34 the solid walls
had elastic properties corresponding to gold with the late
dimensionsLx5Ly5200 Å. For the substrate we usedNx

5Ny579 atoms in thex andy directions, forming a square
lattice with lattice constanta52.53 Å. The corresponding
parameters for the block areNx5Ny573, a52.74 Å. In the
simulations the rigid surface had a massM5106 atomic
units, and Gaussian corrugation of height and width equa
40 Å @see Fig. 2~b!#. We also used two types of substra
corrugations—atomically flat surfaces and ‘‘nan
corrugated’’ surfaces. In the later case the rigid substrate
file had a sine corrugation of the form

in
FIG. 2. Snapshot pictures of the two system geometries studied in
present paper. The bottom surface of the block atoms and the top layer o
substrate atoms and the lubrication atoms or molecules are indicated~a!
Cosine corrugated block~in the x-direction! with lateral size 640 Å~in the
x-direction! and 96 Å~in they-direction! lubricated by Xe atoms.~b! Gauss-
ian asperity-block with lateral size 200 Å3200 Å lubricated by C16H34 .
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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h~x,y!5h0 sinS 2px

l D sinS 2py

l D , ~1!

with roughness amplitudeh053 Å andh051.5 Å for simu-
lations with CH4 and C16H34 lubricants, respectively, and th
wavelengthl50.1Lx . Thus we studied the effect of a sing
wavelength nano-roughness on the confined lubricant st
ture and dynamics.

B. Lubricants

Two models for atomic lubricants and one model f
chain lubricant were employed. Lennard-Jones potent
were used for the atomic lubricants to model the interacti
between lubricant atoms:

v~r !54e0F S r 0

r D 12

2S r 0

r D 6G , ~2!

and the same potential with modified parameters~e1 , r 1!
were used for the interaction with the block and substr
atoms.

For the Xe–Xe interactione0520 meV andr 054 Å,
and for the Xe–wall atom interactione1560 meV andr 1

54.4 Å. The latter choice reflects the stronger interact
between Xe and a metal surface.

The second atomic model was CH4 ~methane! in the
united atom representation. We usede0512.75 meV andr 0

53.73 Å14 for the interaction between the CH4 molecules,
ande1518.60 meV andr 153.28 Å for the CH4–block and
the CH4–substrate interaction.15

In order to be able to examine similarities and diffe
ences between simple atomic species and more comple
bricants, we have also used a model of hexadecane C16H34,
as a prototype chain molecule. We used chains of 16 bea
a united atom representation. The interaction between e
bead and the block/substrate atoms were taken the sam
for CH4. For the interactions within the C16H34 we have
used the OPLS model~Refs. 14 and 16!. The parameters fo
the interaction between the bead units on different lubric
molecules were e055.12 meV for interior beads,e0

57.590 MeV for end beads andr 053.905 Å in all cases.
The usual combining rule was applied for bead–bead in
actione i j 5Ae ie j .

17 Atomic mass 14~for interior CH2 beads!
and 15~for the CH3 end groups! were used. For the bead
block and the bead–substrate interactions we t
e1518.60 meV andr 153.28 Å.15 Within a C16H34 chain
we assume nearest neighbor C atoms are connected
springs with the spring constantk, which was chosen eithe
equal to 10 or 45 N/m~both values gave similar results!.
Note that those values are one order of magnitude sm
then the optimized 450 N/m,14 and were chosen such as
facilitate a reasonable time steps of 1–2 fs. We used an a
bending interaction of the formE(cosu)51/2kbend(cosu
2cosu0) with kbend562543 K andu052.0001 rad. For the
dihedral interaction we used the functional form in term o
cosine Fourier seriesE(f)/kB5( i 50

3 ci cosi(f) with param-
eters c051009.99 K, c152018.95 K, c25136.37 K, c3

523165.30 K. Internal beads of separation greater tha
units are treated similarly as beads from different chains
Downloaded 28 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. Binding energies and squeeze velocities

Characteristic features of the molecule–surface inter
tions are displayed graphically in Fig. 3. Herer is the dis-
tance along a line connecting the on-top sites through a
low position ~in units of the substrate or block lattic
constant!. Figure 3~a! shows the variation of the potentia
energy, and Fig. 3~b! the distance of the adsorbate from th
top layer~for the substrate! or bottom layer~for the block! of
solid atoms, as the adsorbate is displaced along the gro
state potential energy surface. The solid and dashed cu
refer to the substrate and the block, respectively. They di
from each other because of the different lattice consta
chosen for the substrate and the block. The binding is
expected, strongest in the hollow sites and weakest in
on-top sites. Table I summarizes the binding interaction
rameters for Xe and CH4. For C16H34 we have used the sam
wall–CH2,3 bead interaction as the wall–CH4 interaction. We

FIG. 3. ~a! The potential energy and~b! the height above the surface of th
minima, as a function of the lateral position of the Xe or CH4 atom between
the on-top to hollow to on-top site@see the inset of~a!#. Results are shown
for Xe and CH4 on the block and on the substrate surfaces. The height in~b!
is normalized by the lattice constant of the block and the substrate, res
tively. Solid and dashed lines refer to the interaction with the block a
substrate, respectively.

TABLE I. Lubricant–solid binding characteristics; see also Fig. 3.EB is the
binding energy in the hollow site. The corrugation in the potential energ
the difference between its value in the on-top site and the value in
hollow site ~in % of its hollow site value!. The height modulation is the
height difference~in units of the lattice constanta! between the on-top and
hollow sites.

Molecule

EB @eV#
Potential

corrugation@%#
Height

modulation@/a#

Block Substrate Block Substrate Block Substra

Xe 0.40 0.46 21 13 0.08 0.12
CHn 0.118 0.131 23 18 0.13 0.10
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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note that when an adsorbate layer is confined at high p
sure between two solid surfaces, the effective barrier for
eral diffusion will strongly increase.

For these different systems we ran simulations in wh
the block approaches the substrate with constant velocitvz

up to some distance. When we discuss the displacementd of
the block, we refer to the motion of the rigid profile towa
the substrate rigid profile, where the referenced50 corre-
spond to an~arbitrary! block–substrate separation chos
close to the initial contact. In the simulations with Xe w
have studied both the approach and the retraction proces
reversing the motion direction of the block at the clos
approach point. Next we describe our results.

The squeeze velocity we use (;1 m/s) is much higher
than in most experiments, e.g., in SFA-experiments. Ho
ever, from the point of view of many applications, th
squeeze velocity;1 m/s is not particularly high. Thus, com
puter simulations are complementary to SFA measureme
Nevertheless, we believe that the qualitative picture we
tain from our simulations is valid also at low squeeze vel
ity, although the nucleation of squeeze-out will occur a
lower applied pressure when the squeezing velocity is
duced, since we have shown earlier that it is a~stress-aided!
thermally activated process~see Ref. 7!. The squeeze-ou
~after nucleation! often occur very rapidly when the conta
area is small~as in computer simulations!; thus, during
squeeze-out, the squeeze velocity is often unimportant~e.g.,
the upper surface of the solid block has often moved a n
ligible distance during the squeeze-out time period!.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS: SQUEEZING

In this section we describe the results obtained from
simulations for the three different lubricants, Xe, CH4 and
C16H34.

A. Xe lubricant

For the Xe simulations we have used 14,000 lubric
atoms between walls with elastic properties correspondin
steel~see Sec. II!, at temperatureT5200 K. Since the lattice
constants of the substrate and the block~a53.2 Å and
3.56 Å, respectively! are significantly smaller than th
Xe–Xe equilibrium separation~which is close tor 054 Å!
we expect, at least in the absence of a confining press
that the Xe layers adsorbed on the solid walls form hexa
nal incommensurate structures, and that the adsorbate la
are only weakly pinned. However, when confined at h
pressure between the solid walls we find~see below! that the
Xe atoms on the block wall form a domain wall super stru
ture with areas of 131 structure, separated by low-densi
domain walls.

The Xe lubricant is confined between the flat substr
surface and the cosine-corrugated block surface, and
block first moves toward the substrate with the velocityvz

50.445 m/s. At short block–substrate separation, when
monolayers of trapped Xe occur in the contact area at
interface, we reverse the velocity to20.445 m/s.

Figure 4 shows~a! the dependence of the average pr
sure, and~b! the average Xe kinetic energy on the distan
the upper surface of the block has moved toward the bot
Downloaded 28 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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surface of the substrate. Note that thex-axis is the displace-
ment of the upper surface of the block, anddoes notrepre-
sent the vertical separation between the block and the
strate. Initially~before contact! both surfaces are covered b
about 2.5 monolayers of Xe. When the two solids a
squeezed together a small flat contact region develops s
rated by an integer number of Xe layers. As the squeez
pressure increases, the individual layers are squeezed o
relatively rapid events. The squeeze-out events are sepa
by time intervals where mainly elastic loading occurs. T
n53→2 squeeze-out event is seen in Fig. 4~a! as a rapid
drop in the average pressure, and in Fig. 4~b! as a~small!
kinetic energy spike. The transition fromn52→1, which is
completed during the retraction, turns out to be more co
plex and interesting, and we now discuss it in detail.

The t50 snapshot picture in Fig. 5, from the centr
region of the contact area, shows the trapped bilayer of X
the distance'30 Å in Fig. 4. The picture is from top of the
block, and for clarity we do not show the block and substr
atoms. At the periphery of the contact area the Xe ato
form hexagonal layers: this maximize the binding energy
Xe within the layer. However, in the central part of the co
tact region the Xe atoms form~relative to the block surface!
a 131 domain wall super-structure, where the domain wa
have a lower concentration of Xe atoms than in the perf
131 structure. The origin of this phase transformation fro
hexagonal layers in the low pressure region to the doma
wall super-structure at the center is that the latter struc

FIG. 4. The dependence of the average pressure~top! and the average Xe
kinetic energy~bottom! on the distance the upper surface of the block h
moved toward the bottom surface of the substrate~temperatureT5200 K,
and the squeeze velocityvz50.445 m/s!. The squeezing is followed by re
traction with the velocityvz520.445 m/s.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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allows the solid walls to approach each other by a sm
distance which gives rise to a lowering of the total ene
since the elastic energy stored in the walls is reduced.
believe that phase transformations of this type are very c
mon ~a similar transformation occurs for the CH4 lubricant
studied below!, although the exact structures formed will d
pend upon the system studied.

A similar phase transformation was discussed in deta
Ref. 7. The difference between the present case and Ref
that, because the lattice constant of the block in the pre
case is larger and more similar to the natural Xe–Xe sep
tion, the system form a 131 domain wall structure rathe
than thec(232) layers formed in the study in Ref. 7, whe
the lattice constant of the block was the same as of the
strate~3.2 Å!.

In Fig. 6 we show a snapshot picture of the same sys
as in Fig. 5 but including the atoms~unfilled circles! of the
bottom surface of the block~and of the top atoms of the
substrate!: from this figure it is clear that the Xe atoms~in
the high-pressure region! form commensurate 131 regions
separated by low-density domain walls. In this case, ho
ever, since the lattice constant of the substrate is smaller
that of the block, the 131 regions are~nearly! incommen-
surate relative to the substrate. One consequence of th
that while the Xe film is strongly pinned to the bottom su
face of the block, the pinning to the substrate is much wea
and during sliding one therefore expect the trapped bilaye
slide mainly relative to the substrate. The fact that the lub
cation film is strongly pinned to the bottom surface of t
block has profound implications for the squeeze-out dyna
ics. This differs from the case studied earlier, where the
tice constant of the block was the same as that of the s
strate, and where the lubrication film in the high-press
region formed ac(232) structure. This structure corre
sponds to a lower concentration of Xe atoms than the 131
structure formed in the present case. As a result, the nu

FIG. 5. Snapshot pictures during squeeze-out. The time is in natural
wheret50 correspond to a squeezing distanced'30 Å in Fig. 4. For the
temperatureT5200 K, and the squeeze velocityv50.445 m/s.
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ation of the squeeze-out in the former case was easier,
the n52→1 squeeze-out was similar to that of then53
→2 transition, namely very fast and occurring in a sing
step, starting with the thermally activated formation of
small ‘‘hole’’ in the bilayer. In the present case the squee
out occurs stepwise in a series of fast events. The first e
starts atd'30 Å and involves the formation of a sma
‘‘hole’’ in the region of a low-density domain wallas indi-
cated by thet52 snapshot in Fig. 5. This hole remains for
short time period after which a rapid squeeze-out event oc
along a low-density domain wall as illustrated in snaps
picturest526 and 28 in Fig. 5. This event is very similar t
a crack propagating along a grain boundary in a solid a
may have a similar physical origin, involving stress conce
tration at the crack tip. The system displayed in snapsht
528 remains stable even when the average pressure
creases to 4 GPa, which was the highest squeezing pres
in the simulation. The origin of this stability is the stron
pinning ~to the block surface! the Xe-layer experience. Th
lateral barrier which must be overcome to squeeze out
layer increases with the applied pressure. However, du
the retraction we observe further squeeze-out, resulting
~intermediate! state with a single monolayer of trapped X
atoms. This latter squeeze-out occurred in two major eve
as illustrated in Fig. 4~a! by the two nearly vertical drops in
the average pressure, and by the two Xe kinetic ene
spikes in Fig. 4~b! during retraction. Thet5(60,80) andt
5(280,300) pair of snapshot pictures in Fig. 7 illustra
these two rapid events.

Figure 7 shows a larger part of the contact area than
Fig. 5 ~the width in they-direction is the same but the widt
in thex-direction is larger!. The dark~fine grained! gray area

its

FIG. 6. Snapshot picture during squeeze-out. The white circles are the
tom layer of atoms on the block~the top layer of atoms of the substrate a
also displayed but are mainly hidden by the Xe atoms!. Note the formation
of a domain wall super structure, where areas of 131 Xe structure are
separated by low-density domain walls. However, the 131 Xe domains are
~nearly! incommensurate with respect to the substrate top layer of at
~not shown!. The pictures correspond to a squeezing distance of abod
530 Å ~the timet54 refer to Fig. 5!. For the temperatureT5200 K, and
the squeeze velocityv50.445 m/s.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is the ~bilayer! 131 structure, while some hexagonal~bi-
layer! Xe structure can be observed at the periphery of
contact area in snapshot picturest560,80 and 280. The dot
ted ~monolayer! area is the hexagonal Xe monolayer fil
which remains after then52→1 transition is completed. We
note that even though most of the bilayer disappears in
two rapid transitions@t5(60,80) and (280,300)# an island of
131 ~bilayer! remains trapped for a while, and only grad
ally disappears as it is squeezedinto the first monolayer. This
process is accompanied by a lateral flow of atoms in
monolayer film toward the periphery of the contact area;
density of the monolayer film cannot increase very mu
because of the strong Xe–Xe repulsion at a short dista
The speed of the island squeeze-out is determined by
sliding friction as a patch of the Xe monolayer film slid
relative to the solid walls. It is interesting to note that t
local concentration of Xe atoms in the vicinity of the bilay
island is somewhat higher then farther away from it; th
there must be a 2D pressure gradient in the monolayer fi
which, of course, is the driving force of the lateral flo
During the flow this pressure gradient is mainly balanced
a frictional shear stress acting on the monolayer film a
slides or drifts relative to the solid walls.

Figure 4 shows that the monolayer film is stable dur
retraction until the average pressure becomes slightly n
tive ~i.e., a pull-off force act on the block! at which point the
~small strip! of monolayer film~in a rapid event! thicken to

FIG. 7. Snapshot pictures during retraction.t50 correspond to the start o
retraction. The retraction velocity isvz520.445 m/s. These pictures sho
a larger part of the contact area than in Fig. 4~the width in they-direction
is the same but the width in thex-direction is larger!. The dark~fine grained!
gray area is the~bilayer! 131 structure, while some hexagonal~bilayer! Xe
structure can be observed at the periphery of the contact area in sna
t560, 80, and 280. The dotted area is the hexagonal Xe monolayer w
remains after then52→1 transition is completed.
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two monolayers by the injection of a second Xe-layer at
interface. From here on the changes in the film between
solid walls is more sluggish and liquid-like, and when t
solid walls are separated by more that 4 monolayers of
snapshot pictures indicate the formation of a liquid-like X
bridge. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows some sna
shot pictures of the Xe-bridge which is formed during retra
tion of the block beyond the last data point in Fig. 4. Thu
the t50 picture corresponds to the last point during retra
tion in Fig. 4, and the other snapshot pictures (t.0) corre-
spond to later times not shown in Fig. 4. During retractio
the total displacement of the~upper surface! of the block
between thet50 andt5560 snapshot pictures is about 7
Å. The corresponding average pressure as a function of t
is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the pull-off force drops by
factor;6 during the full time period. This is in rough agree
ment with the Laplace theory of capillary pressure:Pbridge

5g/r wherer is the radius of curvature of the liquid menis
cus andg the surface tension of the liquid. According to th
formula, the pull-off force is proportional tol x /r , wherel x is
the width of the capillary bridge. When going fromt50 to
t5560 the width decreases froml x'25a to 9a ~wherea is
the lattice constant of the block!. To estimate the change inr
we note that both solid surfaces have one monolayer of
sorbed Xe, which we assume is in a solid-like state, a
which we therefore do not include when estimating the thi

hot
ch

FIG. 8. Capillary bridge formed during retraction at the velocityvz

520.445 m/s.t50 corresponds to the last data point in Fig. 4.
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ness of the bridge. Using this approach, the radius of cu
ture increases fromr'9 Å to r'19 Å. This gives a factor
of ;(25/9)/(9/19)'6 drop in the pull-off force, in excellen
agreement with the observation. The~negative! pressure in
the bridge can be calculated usingPbridge5PLx / l x whereP
is the average pressure. Thus, for the last snapshot pictu
Fig. 8 whereP'21 MPa, l x'9a and Lx5180a, we get
Pbridge'220 MPa ~corresponding roughly to2200 atm!.
This is in rough agreement with theory: Using the Lapla
equation withr'19 Å ~see above! and the surface energ
estimated using g'3n0e0/2'2 meV/Å2, where n0

'2/(r 0
2
A3) is the surface coverage of Xe, we obtain the pr

surePbridge5217 MPa, in rough agreement with the sim
lation. We note, however, that the~average! pressure in Fig.
9 does not decrease monotonically with time~or displace-
ment!. This indicates that the film is too thin to behave as
macroscopic~continuous! fluid. During elongation the bridge
displays yield events, as typical for the plastic deformat
of solids. Thus, the nanometer thick bridge, at the high str
rates probed in the calculations, has properties which
somewhere between those expected for solids and liquid

B. CH4 lubricant

We consider now the simulations with the CH4 lubricant
~in the united atom representation!. In the simulations we use
10,000 atoms, confined between two gold-like surfaces: a
substrate and a block with a Gaussian asperity. Since
binding energy of the CH4 molecules to the solid surfaces
much smaller then in the Xe system, we have performed
studies at the temperatureT5100 K.

Figure 10 shows the pressure variation as the upper
face of the block moves with the velocityvz51 m/s towards
the flat substrate. We show the average pressure as a fun
of the displacement of the upper surface towards the s
strate. Note that we could not squeeze-out the last monol
even when the~average! pressure is increased to 140 MP
We now discuss in greater detail the observed layering t
sitions.

In the vicinity of the n54→3 layering transition, the
overall pressure is slightly negative (;1 – 2 MPa) due to a
capillary bridge attraction. This is an indication of fluid-lik

FIG. 9. The average pressure acting on the solid walls during retrac
Retraction velocityvz520.445 m/s. The timet50 corresponds to the las
data point in Fig. 4.
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behavior. This assertion is further supported by the simu
tion snapshots~not shown! where we observe a disorder
fluid-like structure formed in the central contact region ju
prior to the squeeze-out.

Figure 11~a! is a magnification of Fig. 10, in the vicinity
of the n53→2 layering transition. The first interesting fea
ture is that even though the overall pressure grows linearl
the surfaces approach, the local pressure at the center i
proximately constant@see Fig. 11~b!# up to the layering tran-

n.FIG. 10. The variation of the average pressure, as a function of the disp
ment of the upper surface of the block towards the~flat! substrate. Then-m
labels stands for the layering transition fromn to m layers. Squeezing ve-
locity vz51 m/s.

FIG. 11. The variation of~a! the average pressure,~b! the pressure at a
specific central atom, as a function of the displacement of the upper su
of the block towards the~flat! substrate for then53→2 transition. Squeez-
ing velocity vz51 m/s. This is a magnification of Fig. 10 in the vicinity o
the n53→2 layering transition.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 12. ~Color! The evolution of the in-plane pair correlation function,g(r ,d), at the contact area, as the block approaches the substrate in the vicin
n53→2 layering transition. Herer ~horizontal axis! is the correlation coordinate andd ~vertical axis! is the distance the upper surface of the block has mo
towards the substrate. The numerical value ofg is highest at the red zones and lowest at the dark blue ones. The left figure corresponds to the first
contact with the substrate and the right figure to the second layer above.
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sition point. We attribute it to local ‘‘yielding’’~molecular
rearrangement! of the confined lubricant in the central~high-
pressure! region of the contact area.

Evidence for this yielding is obtained from the examin
tion of structural data. Figure 12 shows the evolution of
in-plane pair correlation function,

g~r ,d!5
A

N2 K (
i

(
j Þ i

d~r2r i j !L , ~3!

for a section of areaA ~containingN atoms! in the center of
the contact area, in the vicinity of then53→2 layering
transition. Herer ~horizontal axis! is the correlation coordi-
nate, andd ~vertical axis! the distance by which the uppe
surface of the block has moved towards the substrate.
color scale denotes the magnitude ofg(r ,d), where the high-
est magnitude corresponds to the red zones and lowest a
dark blue ones. The left figure corresponds to the first la
in contact with the substrate and the right figure to the s
ond layer above. Note that we could not calculateg(r ,d) for
the third layer which is in contact with the block, since
geometry was too curved, following that of the asperity. It
easily seen that prior to the layering transition, there i
continous restructering of the confined lubricant at the c
tact, which is related to the pressure yielding describ
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above. In particular it is interesting to observe that as
pressure increases there appears an additional peak ing(r ,d)
of the second layer~indicating a change in the structure o
the second layer!, while peaks dissapear~or are blurred! in
the first layer~indicating an increased dissorder within th
first layer!. This may indicate that the layering transition o
curs by expulsion of the layer right next to the substrate.

A detailed analysis of then52→1 transition~Fig. 13!
reveals similar dynamics. The expulsion process is p
ceeded by a structural change~yield! which starts at the po-
sition of the pressure peak. By the time the squeeze-out s
~as indicated by the position of the arrow! the pressure is
reduces roughly by a factor of two. Moreover, simulati
snapshots~Fig. 14! also shows the formation of a more ope
structure during the yield, where the lubrication molecules
contact with the tip form ac(232) ~approximately com-
mensurate! structure and the second layer~in contact with
the substrate! a similar structure, thus allowing the secon
layer to relax slightly towards the first layer, which relie
elastic energy in the block. A similar effect was observed
the Xe-lubricant~see Sec. III A!.

Figure 15 shows the evolution of the in-plane pair co
relation functiong(r ,d), at the contact area, in the vicinit
of n52→1 layering transition~notations and color code
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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are the same as in Fig. 12!. The left figure corresponds to th
first layer in contact with the substrate and the right figure
the layer above it. Note that following the transition, t
peaks in the correlation function of the first layer are sign
cantly enhanced~and slightly shifted!, indicating a greater
degree of in-plane ordering. The inspection of the peak
sitions of the correlation function of the first layer, at di
tances corresponding to the snapshots of Fig. 14, shows
both the first and the second peak are shifted by 0.3–0.4
greater in-plane separation between the atoms, suppo
the yield–response~structural change! interpretation.

The final state of the squeeze-out is a nearly per
commensurate~relative to the substrate! c(232) structure,
shown in Fig. 16 from the direction of the substrate~with the
top layer of substrate atoms included in the picture!.

We now consider the effect of surface corrugation. F
ure 17 is the analog of Fig. 10, where now the substrate
corrugated~see Sec. II A!. Again the block moves with ve
locity vz51 m/s towards the substrate, and we show~a! the
average pressure and~b! the pressure at a specific atom at t
center of the contact, as a function of the displacement of
upper surface of the block towards the substrate.18

There are some fundamental differences in the sque
out dynamics between the corrugated and the flat subs
cases: In the present case the fluid-like behavior exte
down to all but the last monolayer, as manifested, e.g., by
negative pressure~associated with a capillary bridge! acting
on the block up to a displacement;5 Å; see Fig. 17~a!. An

FIG. 13. The variation of~a! the average pressure and~b! the pressure at a
specific central atom, as a function of the displacement of the upper su
of the block towards the~flat! substrate for then52→1 transition. Squeez-
ing velocity vz51 m/s. This is a magnification of Fig. 10 in the vicinity o
then52→1 layering transition. The layering transition does not start at
pressure peak, but rather at the point marked by the arrow~see the text!.
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inspection of simulation snapshots~Figs. 18 and 19! also
reveals a disordered state.

We also observe that the layering transitions in the rou
substrate case occurs at much lower pressures compar
the flat substrate case. For example, then52→1 transition
occurred at average pressure of;7 MPa for the rough sur-
face compared to;14 MPa for the flat one. We also manag
to obtain a squeeze-out~though partial! of the last lubricant
layer at a pressure of;80 MPa, while for the flat case we
could not squeeze it out even when the pressure was
creased to 0.5 GPa~not shown here!. The likely reason for
this difference is that the rough substrate inhibits solidific
tion ~or ordering! of the lubricant under confinement, causin
it to behave in a liquid-like viscoelastic manner.

ce

e

FIG. 14. ~Color! Snapshot pictures of the CH4 atoms in the contact area
during the ‘‘yield’’ or rearrangement transition preceeding then52→1 lay-
ering transition~solid Au atoms are excluded!. The figure shows the centra
30 Å330 Å section~in the xy-plane! viewed from the substrate side. Th
color scheme represents the verticalz-coordinate, changing from dark blu
at the first layer next to the substrate, to red far away.~a! shows the system
just before the ‘‘yield’’ onset@indicated by the pressure peak in Fig. 13#, and
~b! just before the layering onset.
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FIG. 15. ~Color! The evolution of the in-plane pair correlation function,g(r ,d), at the contact area, in the vicinity of then52→1 layering transition. Here
r ~horizontal axis! is the correlation coordinate andd ~vertical axis! the distance the upper surface of the block has moved towards the substrate. The
intensity scale is highest at the red zones and lowest at the dark blue ones. Left: the layer closest the substrate. Right: the layer closest to the bloc. Note that
well beyond the layering transition we have only a single confined lubricant layer, and the right figure shows essentially the structure of the soliderity.
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Figure 20 shows a snapshot where CH4 molecules are

trapped in the valleys generated by the surface rough
profile. Trapped fluid pockets were recently observed exp
mentally ~but for flat surfaces! by Mugele and Salmeron10

and analyzed by methods of continuum mechanics mode
in Refs. 11 and 12. We have also observed the trappin
lubrication fluid in surface roughness cavities for C16H34 ~see
below!. We note that in some technological applications s
face roughness cavities can have advantages in retainin
bricants, and for this reason an extremely low level of rou
ness may not always be necessary in, e.g., ball bearings

C. C16H34 lubricant

Next we consider C16H34 as a prototype model of a chai
lubricant. Our simulations were done with 2,000 C16H34 mol-
ecules~;5 monolayers! between the same solid walls a
used for CH4, at temperatureT5300 K. The squeeze veloc
ity was taken to bevz52 or 5 m/s. In the case of a corru
gated substrate, the amplitude of the corrugation equals
instead of 6 Å as in thecase of CH4. Figure 21 shows the
dependence of the average pressure on the block positio
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it moves towards the substrate. Results are shown both f
smooth substrate, and for a substrate with short-wavelen

corrugation. Note that the squeeze-out of the last monola
occurs at much lower pressure for the corrugated subs
than for the flat substrate. However, in another simulation
found the opposite behavior, and a detailed study of snap
pictures shows that the important factor is not the corru
tion, but rather the nature of the lubrication film in the hig
pressure region adjacent to the tip of the block. Thus, if
adsorbate layer is disordered in this region, or if the top
the tip is located in the region between two C16H34 domains
~areas of aligned chains!, then the squeeze-out nucleates a
lower pressure than when the top of the tip presses aga
the center of a well ordered C16H34 domain.

Figure 22 shows snapshot pictures taken close to
onset of the squeeze-out. Shown is the layer of the lubric
molecules adsorbed on the flat~left image! and the corru-
gated~right image! substrate surfaces used to obtain the
sults of Fig. 21. The top of the tip is located above the po
where the two diagonal lines cross. Note that for the
surface the tip is centered in the middle of a large C16H34

domain, while on the corrugated surface the tip is centere
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a disordered region of the adsorbate layer. In most prac
applications, the radius of curvature of the tip will be mu
larger than in the present study. In such cases one expec
the nucleation will occur in a ‘‘weak point’’~e.g., disordered
area! somewhere within the central part of the contact reg
where the pressure is highest.

FIG. 16. Snapshot picture of the final system configuration for the sque
out of CH4 , with solid Au atoms included. The figure shows the cent
30 Å330 Å section~in the xy-plane! viewed from the substrate side. Th
gray scale represents the verticalz-coordinate, changing from dark gray a
the substrates layer, to light gray far away.

FIG. 17. The variation of~a! the average pressure,~b! the pressure at a
specific central atom, as a function of the displacement of the upper su
of the block towards the~rough! substrate. Then-m labels stands for the
layering transition fromn to m layers. Squeezing velocityvz51 m/s.
Downloaded 28 Mar 2004 to 132.66.16.12. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 23 shows snapshot pictures of the last lubric
layer during squeeze-out, after removing the block and s
strate atoms. The figure containsxy projection of horizontal
slices of the layer of lubricant molecules~polymeric chains!
closest to the substrate. The distance the upper surface o
block has moved towards the bottom surface of the subst
is indicated for each snapshot picture. We note that the
of the C16H34-domains~areas of aligned polymeric chains!
increases during the squeeze process~compare snapshots a
d50 and 22 Å!—the system require a ‘‘long’’ time in orde
to form large ordered domains. A certain realignment
polymeric chains inside domains and deformations of
main boundaries is seen during the squeeze-out of the
layer of lubricant molecules. We note that in the initial sta
of the nucleation of the squeeze-out, some polymer chain
the vicinity of the nucleation region, were not strictly loca
ized to one layer~top or bottom layer! but spanned betwee
the the first and the second layers.

Figure 24 shows the evolution of the shape of the blo
asperity during squeezing (vz55 m/s) and sliding (vx

510 m/s). Note that at short block–substrate separation
shape of the block becomes asymmetric. A detailed st
shows that the block distorts upwards on the entrance~or
inlet! side ~the left hand side in the figure! while it distorts
downwards on the exit side~the right hand side!. This is
exactly the result predicted by elastohydrodynamics,

e-
l

ce

FIG. 18. Snapshot pictures for the approach of a Gaussian tip towar
rough substrate at the velocityvz51 m/s. The snapshot pictures correspo
to the block displacements~a! 0.22,~b! 1.22,~c! 2.22,~d! 3.22, and~e! 4.72
Å. The figure shows the central 80 Å320 Å section~in thexy-plane! of the
contact area. Note that the disordered~fluid-like! structure in the contact
region is considerable in cases~a!–~d!. In case~e!, we have some layering
but the in-plane disorder is still maintained~see also Fig. 19!.
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though the present lubrication film is too thin for this theo
to be strictly valid. In elastohydrodynamics, the effect com
about because of the viscosity of the liquid: according
hydrodynamics there will be a higher pressure in the lub
cant on the entrance side than on the exit side, and this
distort the elastic walls in the way outlined above. Note a
that the nucleation of the squeeze out in the last snap
picture is closer to the exit side than to the entrance s
again as expected from elastohydrodynamics. Dur
squeezing ~without sliding! the block shape remain
symmetric.

Finally, let us present results for another C16H34–wall
system. We assume that the block wall has a cosine corr
tion ~as in the case of Xe studied above!, and that a C16H34

FIG. 19. ~Color! Snapshot pictures of the CH4 atoms in the contact area fo
a block coordinate 4.72 Å. It shows two lubrication layers confined betw
the block asperity and a rough substrate~solid Au atoms are excluded!. The
figure is centered at the center of the contact area, revealing 30 Å330 Å ~in
thexy-plane!. The color scheme represents the verticalz-coordinate, chang-
ing from dark blue at the first layer next to the substrate to red far away~a!
is from the substrate side and~b! from the block side. Both layers exhibit a
in-plane disorder.
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bead unit interacts with the solid walls with the same para
eters as for Xe. The substrate lattice spacing is 3.25 Å
the block lattice spacing is 2.89 Å.

Figure 25 shows the squeeze-out behavior of this s
tem. Shown is the dependence of~a! the average pressur
and~b! the average C16H34 kinetic energy, on the distance th
upper surface has moved towards the substrate. The tem
tureT5300 K, and the squeeze velocityvz52 m/s. Note the
well defined layering transitions, similar to the layering tra
sitions observed for incommensurate layers of Xe in Ref

In Fig. 26 we show a snapshot picture~from the central
region of the contact area! at the end of the squeeze-out
Fig. 25, but after reducing the squeeze pressure to 0.1 G
where the system has a single monolayer of molecu
trapped in the contact region. Note that most of the C16H34

chains are lined up along the squeeze-out direct
~6x-direction!. Note also the ‘‘defect’’ in the center of then

FIG. 20. Simulation snapshot of lubricant atoms for the case of a ro
substrate. The figure shows trapped lubricant atoms, left after the~partial!
squeeze-out of the last monolayer~top view; solid atoms are excluded!.

FIG. 21. The dependence of the average pressure on the distance by
the upper surface of the block has moved towards the bottom surface o
substrate. Results are shown both for a ‘‘flat’’ substrate, and for a subs
with short-wavelength corrugation~see the text!. The curve for a corrugated
substrate is displaced~for clarity! towards negative pressure by 0.02 GP
The transitions fromn→n21 monolayers of C16H34 are indicated. Squeeze
velocity wasvz52 m/s.
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contact region where one polymer chain crosses ano
polymer chain; this defect was very stable, prevailing a
during sliding.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS: SLIDING

We now present results of MD-sliding friction simula
tions at a constant load, which is an external vertical fo
acting on the block, included in the equation of motion f
the block. We have performed sliding friction simulations f
Xe and C16H34 lubrication films. In this section we presen
some of these results. Consider first the system shown in
26. We have performed sliding friction studies for this sy
tem at the average pressureP50.1 GPa, starting with the

FIG. 22. Snapshot pictures of C16H34 monolayers adsorbed on the substra
for the flat~left image! and corrugated~right image! substrate, immediately
before the nucleation of squeeze-out. The distance by which the uppe
face of the block has moved towards the bottom surface of the substra
indicated for each snapshot. Squeeze velocity wasvz52 m/s.

FIG. 23. Snapshot pictures~for different block positionsd! of the lubricant
layer during squeeze-out, after removing the block and substrate atomxy
projection of a horizontal slice~xy-plane, 23 Å,z,5 Å! showing the
layer of C16H34 molecules closest to the substrate. Squeeze velocityvz

52 m/s.
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configuration shown in Fig. 26. In these simulations t
block, whose mass was taken 106 atomic units~hydrogen
mass!, was pulled by a spring with the spring constantks

53 N/m. This is the same spring constant as in our ear
study of sliding dynamics with a Xe lubricant.8 In this latter
case we observed stick–slip motion when the spring velo
decreased below;10 m/s. In the present case, no stick–s
motion is observed even when the spring velocity is d
creased to 0.42 m/s. We attribute this to much longer re
rangement times of the C16H34-system, so that the strength
ening of the static friction force with the time of stationa
contact is negligible on the time scale of the simulations.19–22

This is related to the nature of the transition from stick
slip: in the present case there is only a small change in
adsorbate structure~small local displacement during th
elastic-instability transion! while for the Xe-system studied
in Ref. 8 the adsorbate layer underwent a phase transfor
tion from a domain wall super structure at stick to an inc
mensurate~hexagonal! structure at slip. Another conse
quence of this fact is the observation that the static frict
coefficient nearly equals the~low velocity! kinetic friction
coefficient,ms'mk , while for the Xe-system it was found
that ms'4mk .8 Figure 27 shows the kinetic friction coeffi
cient as a function of the logarithm~with 10 as the basis! of
the sliding velocityv. Note thatm(v)→0.0135 asv→0. Of
course, for very low sliding velocity we expect thermal
activated creep to manifest itself, andm(v) will then de-
crease with decreasingv, but these low sliding velocities
cannot be probed in the computer simulations.

Figure 28 shows the time dependence ofm when starting
from equilibrium at t50, with the free end of the spring
moving with velocity of 3.4 m/s fort,600. At t5600 we

ur-
is

FIG. 24. Snapshot pictures during squeeze-out and sliding. Vertical s
~xz-plane,210 Å,y,10 Å!. The distanced by which the upper surface
of the block has moved towards the bottom surface of the substrate is
cated for each snapshot. A corrugated substrate is used here, with s
velocitiesvz55 andvx510 m/s. The evolution of the shape of the bloc
towards an asymmetric shape is clearly seen.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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abruptly decrease the pull velocity to 0.42 m/s. Note t
atomic stick–slip oscillationsoccur. These oscilations are in
dependent of the external spring constantks : during the stick
time period elastic energy is stored up in the system
during the slip time period this energy is dissipated in a ra
event where the block moves forwards a single lattice c

FIG. 25. The dependence of~a! the average pressure and~b! the average
C16H34 kinetic energy on the distance the upper surface has moved tow
the substrate. The squeeze velocity isvz52 m/s.

FIG. 26. Snapshot picture of the central region of the monolayer lubrica
film from the end of the squeeze-out in Fig. 25.~a! Top view without block
and substrate atoms.~b! Side view of a wider region of the contact area th
in ~a! and with the substrate and block atoms included.
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d
d
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stant. This type of atomistic stick–slip motion has often be
observed with the friction force microscopy.

We have found that the friction force remains finite
the sliding velocityv→0 ~see Fig. 27!. This can only be the
case if rapid processes occur at the interface even whenv is
arbitrary small. Thus, at very low sliding velocity, events
~slow! elastic loading followed by very rapid slip or yiel
occurs at the interface. A similar effects occur during plas
deformation of a solid. In general, the slip or yield even
will not occur simultaneously over the whole contact are
but local stick–slip events may occur at the interface res
ing in small local forward displacement of the surfaces ar
at the interface. This type of local motion is possible on
when the elastic properties of the solid walls are taken i
account in the analysis. In computer simulations~like the
ones discussed above!, where the contact area is muc
smaller than in most practical situations, the elementary
events usually involve the whole contact area.

ds

n

FIG. 27. The kinetic friction coefficient as a function of the logarithm~with
10 as the basis! of the sliding velocityv. The normal~average! pressure
P50.1 GPa.

FIG. 28. The time dependence ofm after starting from equilibrium att
50, with the free end of the spring moving at a velocity of 3.4 m/s fot
,600. At t5600 we abruptly decrease the pull velocity to 0.42 m/s. T
normal ~average! pressure equalsP50.1 GPa. At the sliding velocityvx

50.42 m/s the time periodDt'260 corresponds to the displacement of o
substrate lattice constant.
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In the system studied above atomic stick–slip has b
observed during steady sliding. A visual inspection of t
monolayer lubrication film did not display any majo
changes in the film structure during the elementary~atomic
scale distance! stick–slip–stick event. This is in sharp con
trast to an earlier study with a monolayer of Xe as
lubricant,8 where again we observed that during steady s
ing ~at low sliding velocity! the lubricant film performed
atomic distance stick–slip motion, but in contrast to t
C16H34 case, during each slip event the whole monola
film in the high-pressure contact region changed from a
main wall super structure~at stick! to an incommensurate
hexagonal solid structure during slip. Another, already m
tioned difference is that while for the present C16H34 sliding
system the static friction coefficient nearly equals the~low-
velocity! kinetic friction coefficient,ms'mk , for the Xe case
ms'4mk . For the Xe system we observed that at low slidi
velocity the slip is mainly localized to one of th
lubrication–wall interfaces. We found a similar effect al
for the present C16H34 system.

The results discussed above were for perfect crysta
solids walls, with no defects or surface roughness. In alm
all practical applications, the solid walls will be rough an
in particular, have atomic scale roughness such as step
strongly bound adatoms. This may have a profound influe
on the microscopic processes in the lubrication film dur
slip. Thus, for example, steps or adatoms may give rise
pinning of patches of the lubrication film so that during sli
ing strong 2D-plastic deformation may occur within the l
brication film as different areas~pinned to different walls! of
the film moves relative to other areas. Thus, when a p
defect or steps are introduced on the solid walls, the~nearly
perfect! incommensurate solid state observed for Xe dur
slip ~see Ref. 8! is likely to be replaced by a liquid-like o
disordered state. This effect has, in fact, been observe
earlier model studies23 where a very low concentration o
point defect converted a sliding incommensurate Xe laye
a 2D liquid-like state. A similar effect has been observ
recently by Gaoet al.2 during shear of molecular thin C16H34

films ~;4 monolayers! between atomically rough solid
walls. For smooth walls the lubricant film was in a solid-lik
state and a large wall–lubricant slip was observed, while
atomically roughsurfaces they observed that, for a 4 mono-
layer C16H34 film, the monolayers in direct contact with th
solid walls were strongly pinned to the walls, while the r
maining 2 monolayers exhibited liquid-like behavior durin
shear and squeezing.

An additional indication that atomic scale surface roug
ness may be of great importance in sliding friction com
from a study of the magnitude of the kinetic friction coef
cient. Experimentally, for boundary lubricated surfaces o
have typicallymk'0.1, which is;10 times larger than ob
served in most molecular dynamics studies with smooth
faces. Thus, for the C16H34 lubricant in Fig. 27~monolayer
coverage, average normal pressure 100 MPa! we have found
the low-velocity kinetic friction coefficient to bem'0.014.
Gaoet al.2 found m'0.01 for the same lubricant but unde
drastically different conditions~four monolayers, norma
pressure 50 MPa!. For the Xe-lubricant system studied
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Ref. 8 we foundm'0.01. These values are all much smal
than typically observed experimentally. This could be e
plained by assuming that in real systems the molecule–w
interaction potential has a much larger~atomic! corrugation
than used in all the simulations~see below!. However, we
believe that a more likely explanation is the occurrence
atomic scale roughness~e.g., steps! on the solid walls,
which, as discussed above, gives rise to a strong pinning
during sliding, ‘‘plastic deformation’’ in the lubrication
film.24 In this way much more energy will be ‘‘dissipated
per unit distance of sliding giving rise to a strong enhan
ment in the friction coefficient as indeed observed by G
et al.2 for rough solid walls.

Commensurate adsorbate layers are usually stron
pinned. In Ref. 7 we study a case where the block and s
strate lattice spacing was nearly the same as the na
Xe–Xe distance. In this case a strongly pinned 131 Xe-
structure was formed. Starting with a 4 monolayer Xe film,
we were not able to squeeze out any Xe by just increas
the squeezing pressure. However, during squeezing and
ing we were able to squeeze out most of the Xe. In this c
we observed that the kinetic friction coefficient was of ord
0.1 ~see Fig. 29!, as observed in most boundary lubricatio
experiments. This is in sharp contrast to most other stud
cases, were weakly pinned~incommensurate! structures are
formed and wheremk'0.01. As discussed above, we belie
that the origin of this discrepancy is that most real surfa
have a high concentration of defects~e.g., steps!, which tend
to give rise to strong pinning of the first adsorbed laye
similar to the formation of commensurate structures. We e
phasize that only in improbably accidental cases will t
natural spacing between the lubricant molecules be simila
the lattice constant of the block or the substrate, so tha
most cases pinning by defects seems necessary in ord
explain the observation ofm'0.1. We should point out,
however, that we have often observed that the high-press

FIG. 29. The friction coefficientm and the~average! pressureP as a func-
tion of the distance the upper surface of the block has moved towards
bottom surface of the substrate. The squeezing velocityvz54.6 m/s and the
sliding velocityvx518.3 m/s. The lubricant film thickness change from;4
Xe monolayers to a single Xe monolayer during the squeeze process.
that as the pressureP increases from 0.5 GPa to 3.5 GPa the friction co
ficient fluctuate only betweenm50.160.02. Adapted from Ref. 7.
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at the interface squeeze the lubrication atoms into a struc
which is commensurate with respect to one of the solid w
~block or substrate!, even if the resulting nearest neighb
spacing between the atoms is far away from the ‘‘natur
distance.

In the study presented in Ref. 7 the kinetic friction c
efficient was nearly independent of the perpendicular squ
ing pressure~see Fig. 29! at high enough pressure. This e
fect seems to be very general, and in fact has been know
many years, e.g., early work by Bowden and Tabor show
that the shear stress in most cases is nearly proportion
the local pressure in the contact areas. For example, if
compares the friction properties of lubricated tin surfac
~hardness;70 N/m2! with lubricated hard steel surface
~hardness;7000 N/m2!, the friction coefficient typically
differ by less than a factor of 2, in spite of the fact that t
local pressure in the tin contact areas is;100 times less than
for the steel surfaces. Such a pressure independence o
kinetic friction coefficient can be understood based on
following microscopic picture: during sliding molecula
groups at the interface flip from one configuration to anoth
The flips are accompanied by local expansions of the sys
The barrier to slide will have a contribution from the wo
done against the external pressureP during the local expan-
sions. This effect has been emphasized and discussed b
raelachvili and coworkers and a lucid discussion is presen
in Ref. 25.

Figure 30~a! shows a case where, at stick, a monola
lubrication film forms a commensurate structure betwe
two solid walls. At slip the spacing between the solid walls
the interface must expand by a distanceDh. For an incom-
mensurate layer@see Fig. 30~b!# no, or very small, expansion
is nececessary, i.e.,Dh'0. However, for two incommensu
rate lubricant layers pinned by defects or surface roughn
to the solid walls@the pinning centers are denoted by bla
dots in Fig. 30~c!# a large expansionDh may occur at the
onset of slip. The energy necessary in order to start slip
be

FIG. 30. Left: ~a! Commensurate,~b! incommensurate and~c! pinned in-
commensurate adsorbate layers between two solid walls. Right: During
ing the spacing between the solid walls must expand byDh. The expansion
is large for cases~a! and ~c! but very small in case~b!.
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E5N DE1PA Dh,

whereN is the number of lubrication molecules, andDE the
~average! change in the lubricant–wall and lubricant
lubricant interaction energy between the onset of slip and
‘‘ground state’’ in the absence of an applied shear stress.
can estimate the static friction using

Assb/2'N DE1PA Dh,

whereb is the interfacial displacement distance at the on
of slip, andss is the shear stress necessary to initiate slidi
Thus,

ss'2na DE/b12P Dh/b,

and the static friction coefficientms5ss /P:

ms'2na DE/~bP!12 Dh/b.

For the Xe system considered in Ref. 8 the amplitude of
height fluctuation as a single Xe atom is displaced betwee
hollow and a bridge site is'0.04a ~wherea is the lattice
constant of the cubic walls!. With b'a/2 andDh'0.04a we
get 2Dh/b'0.16, which is nearly three times larger than t
result for the static friction coefficient observed in the co
puter simulationms'0.06. However, a detailed study o
snapshot pictures of the adsorbate layer during the trans
from stick to slip showed that the slip started at the periph
of the contact area and propagated rapidly towards the ce
of the contact area~see Fig. 31!; we may denote this as
frictional shear crack. Since the shear stress at the crack-
is enhanced from the uniform value assumed above, i
clear that the transition from stick to slip will occur at
lower shear stress than predicted by the theory above.
effect will be even more important for a larger contact ar
~as occurs in most practical applications and also in Surf
Forces Apparatus measurements!. We note also that the
ground state Xe-structure in Ref. 8~a domain wall super
structure! does not have all the Xe atoms~in the high-
pressure region! in hollow sites, so that the change inDh
may be smaller than calculated above, which would be c
sistent with a smallerms-value.

A Coloumbs friction law state that the friction force
proportional to the normal load. He, Mu¨ser and Robbins26

~and others! have suggested that the explanation for this f
is the ~approximate! independence of the friction coefficien
on the normal pressure, which always is the case at la
enough pressure~see above!. However, we do not believe
that this is the correct explanation in most practical appli
tions, but rather it follows from the fact that for rough su
faces the area of real contact is proportional to the load,
the pressure distribution in the area of real contact is in
pendent of the load.27,28

d-

FIG. 31. The onset of slip occur via the propagation of a frictional sh
crack.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have studied the properties of Xe, CH4 and C16H34

lubricant confined between two approaching solids. T
model accounts for the curvature and elastic properties of
solid surfaces. We considered both smooth surfaces, and
faces with short-scale roughness. In most cases we obse
well defined molecular layers develop in the lubricant fi
when the width of the film is of the order of a few atom
diameters, but in some cases atomic scale roughness in
the formation of these layers, and the lubrication film exh
its liquid-like properties. We observed that an extern
squeezing-pressure induced discontinuous, thermally a
vated, changes in the numbern of lubricant layers.

The most important results are the following:~1! It is
shown that the layering transition tends to nucleate in dis
dered or imperfect regions in the lubrication film.~2! The
squeeze process is acompanied by phase transformatio
the high-pressure region, which allows the confining surfa
to come closer and lower the elastic energy.~3! Surface
roughness hinders the formation of solid-like lubricant str
tures and liquid-like~disordered! layers are observed. This i
turn leads to a reduction in the squeeze-out pressure.

These observations also suggest a new explanatio
recent intriguing observations by Ravivet al.,29 showing that
water exhibits fluid-like behavior down to the last confin
monolayer. When water freezes its volume increases
thus solidification is accompanied by an energetic penalt
terms of elastic energy, making it unfavorable.
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